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Summary of Conversations
MEMORANDUM PREPARED IN THE DEPARTMENT OF STATE
[Washington,] May 19, 1942

Account of informal conversations between the Govermnent
of the United States and the Government of Japan, 1941

INTRODUCTORY
As the year 1941 opened, a vast movement of political
forces throughout the world was intensely active. The
Axis grouping among Germany, Italy and japan had
been formalized in September 1940 by the conclusion of
the Tripartite Pact. The anti-Axis grouping was not
or_ganized. In all countries not at the moment engaged
in the hostilities in Europe, there was great rivalry and
struggle between opposing groups which in some countries sought to escape, if possible, involvement in that
war and which in other countries sought to cast their
national fortunes with one side or the other of the conflict in Europe.
The Soviet Union was not at that time actively engaged in the European war on either side. It had , on
August 23, 1939, concluded a non-aggression pact with
Germany and, on the basis of an exchange of letters between the respective Foreign Ministers on September 28 ,
1939, had subsequently entered into close economic relations with Germany, whereby in addition to a substantial exchange of supplies carried on between G~r
many and the Soviet Union there was a considerable
transit trade both ways through Russian territory between Germany and the Far East. In this transit trade
supplies destined for Germany were- assembled by a
large · German purchasing organization functioning
throughout the Far East with at least benevolent Japanese acquiescence. Despite these political and economic
arrangements, basic elements of enmity on the part of
Germany toward the Soviet Union remained unaffected.
The Soviet Union was also talking with japan. A political treaty to ease tension between those countries had
long been under negotiation and was still under consideration. Russian railways continued carrying German
machines and supplies to Manchuria-much of this
cargo being en route to Japan-and Manchurian and
Japanese products to Germany.
Italy was suffering severe military losses in Albania
and Libya. Germany was vigorously engaged in preparing for a new offensive. These preparations were partly
devoted to intensive political and diplomatic activity in
the Balkans. Bulgaria and Rumania were brought into
the Nazi fold. Germany's efforts to increase its influence

in Turkey and particularly in Japan continued at an
accelerating pace.
Germany's vast military machine, which included
powerful land and air forces built up over a period of
years, was intact after riding rough-shod over the greater
part of the continent of Europe.
The entire Japanese nation was aware of what its
leaders called a "golden opportunity" (resulting from inadequate preparation for defense, confusion and preoccupation on the part of the western "democracies" with
the war in Europe and with domestic issues) to fulfill
the nation's desire for expansion. japan was, however,
faced with a great internal struggle in regard to methods
for taking advantage of the opportunities presentedsome groups were insisting that Japan keep out of the
war in Europe and gather all possible benefits obtainable by trade and by negotiations and threats short of
participation in that war ; other groups were determined
to strike with force if necessary even at the risk of throwJ
ing together the war in China and the war in Europe.
The Japanese people were psychologically tired after
three and one-half years of war in China. They were
being continually told that the Japanese Cabinet had as
its primary objective the termination of the "China incident" and the prevention of the spread of the European war to the Far East. Despite diplomatic conversations with Russia , large Japanese forces were maintained in Manchuria. Long lines of communication
made further penetration into China by Japanese forces
costly. Japan was also faced by growing American aid
to China. (On November 30, 1940 it was announced at
Washington that the Export-Import Bank would loan
$50,000,000 to the Chinese Government and that a fund
of $50,000,000 to stabilize Chinese currency was under
contemplation.). Although Japan's long efforts had succeeded in rationalizing Japan's heavy industry and in
expanding tremendously the output of munitions , japan's economy was feeling the pinch of restrictions on
exports from the United States and other countries. By
the early part of 1941 , shipments from the United States
to Japan of iron, steel , most important metals, machinery, high quality gasoline and blending agents, and

plants and plans for the production of high quality gasoline had practically ceased. The tension between the
United States and Japan was growing and was affording
fuel to the arguments between opposing groups in Japan.
Japanese diplomats were beginning attempts to follow in
the Far East Germany's pattern in the Balkans and to
"Bulgarize" Indochina , Thailand, and the Netherlands
East Indies.
The British Empire was desperately engaged in efforts
(political, diplomatic, and military) to prepare to meet
new military offensives which threatened to break out in
any one or several of a number of areas stretching from
the British Isles around the world to Australia. At the
same time the British Empire was struggling with the
momentous problem of bringing to maximum effectiveness its organization of a war economy and expansion
of war industries while Great Britain was digging out of
tbe wreckage of German bombing raids on British cities.
China , weakened by the ravages of three and one-half
years of military invasion and depredation, was continuing heroically to hold off Japan. China however was
confronted with mounting problems of supply and the
difficulties of growing inflation. China had been robbed
of its great cities and cut off from all normal communication routes with the rest of the world. The prospects
of additional aid from Russia were not encouraging, and,
after the Japanese move into northern Indochina in the
summer of 1940, the Burma Road remained practically
the only route available for bringing in sea-borne supplies (except for a precarious smuggling traffic between
the occupied and unoccupied areas of China). The
amounts of supplies which could be transported by the
Burma Road were limited. Moreover, the Burma Road
was exposed to Japanese air attack, and there was also
the danger that in case Germany should break through
in the Near East japan might take advantage of the
situation to advance southward to make contact with the
Germans by way of the Indian Ocean and to close
the Burma route into China altogether.
The Netherlands East Indies were feeling increasing
pressure from Japanese diplomacy to force the Indies to
"cooperate" with japan as Indochina , following negotiations between Japan and Vichy, had agreed to do .
The potential threat from japan which had continued
to grow was forcing all other powers interested in the
Pacific to undertake to whatever degree possible reinforcement of their defensive strength in that area . The
Netherlands, British Malaya, Burma, India , Australia,
New Zealand and the United States, all were feeling
keenly the need for more airplanes, more ships, more
guns, more ammunition and more of every kind of supplies necessary for defense. The vast scope of this need ,
combined with other factors, made it necessary to spread
dangerously thin the military forces and supplies which
those countries were able to provide or obtain. At the
same time the heavy need for supplies for Great Britain,
for Near Eastern and Mediterranean areas, and for countries of this hemisphere, continued to place greater demands upon the industrial facilities of the United States
than could then be met.
The world picture at the opening of 1941 would not be
complete without reference to the theater of war in the
north Atlantic, where the Germans with a large fleet of
submarines and long-range bombers were taking a toll of
ships and materials which at the moment were almost

impossible to replace. There was at that time a noticeable inadequacy of available shipping to bridge the gap
between American factories and the European front .
Another of the important factors in the situation was
the information which early in 1941 had come to the
knowledge of the Government from reliable and confidential sources that Germany had decided to attack
Russia. This Government communicated this information confidentially to the Soviet Ambassador .
The United States had passed through a Presidential
election in connection with which both of the great political parties wrote into their respective platforms unequivocal resolutions against involving the United States
in foreign wars. The nation was only beginning to put
into effect an expanding program of national defense
and of aid to the democracies. Industrial plants were
continuing to make peacetime goods, although construction of new defense industries and expansion of existin~
defense plants were under way. Labor disputes were on
the· increase. The problem of national security, however,
was beginning to emerge as a major preoccupation of
the United States and there were signs of a growing feeling that our security was inseparable from the security
of all free peoples.
The acuteness of the situation in Europe, tbe constantly growing danger in the Far East, the vast expanse
of territory to be defended, the necessity of supplying
materials for defense of this hemisphere, of the British
Isles, of the Near East and of the Far East, the need for
expanding tremendously our output of materials necessary for defense for ourselves and for our friends, the
generally divided attitude of the American public toward
the world situation, the inadequacy of American production, and growing realization of the far-reaching consequences to the whole world which would follow the
extension of the European war and of the hostilities in
China to the entire Pacific area and of the importance of
averting if possible such a development-all these constituted significant and inescapable factors in the situation which confronted the United States in January 1941.

(Remaining sections of the text of the above Summary
of Conversations may be found in "Papers Relating to
the Foreign Relations of the United States-japan: 19311941," published recently by the Department of State.
Therein are presented also the texts of documents relating to tht; informal conversations which were held in 1941
between officials of the United States and of japan looking toward the working out of a settlement of issues
relating to the Far East. There are presented the texts of
documents exchanged between officials of the two governments and memoranda of conversations of Secretary
of State Hull with Ambassador Nomura and Mr. Kurusu
and also of other officers of the Department of State
with officials of the Japanese Embassy. These documents and memoranda of conversations reflect the efforts
of the Japanese Government to bring this Government
to enter into an agreement on the basis of vague formulae
and the attempts of this- Government to elicit from the
Japane se Government clear-cut commitments on policies
of peace. Between January 1 and October 17, 1941, the
record covers 135 memoranda. The documents from
October 17, 1941, to December 7, 1941, when war broke
out, are printed in full beginning on page 5.)
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CAMERA'S RECORD OF JAPANESE DECEIT IN 1941
The Japanese Government headed by Prince Konoye ·resigned
October i6, 1941/ a new Government was formed under
General Hideki ·(or Eiki) Tojo as Prime Minister, with
Shigenori Togo as Minister for Foreign Affairs, on October 18

Memorandum by the Counselor of Embassy in fapan
(Dooman)

Nov. 15: Kurusu arrives in lf7ashington, is niet by N oniura

Nov. 17: Mr. Hull escorts them to TVhite House for talk

Nov. 17: Ushered into White House to meet the President

Dec. 5: Envoys reiterate /apan's peaceful intentions

[TOKYO,] October 17, 1941.
Mr. Ushiba* telephoned me early this morning while I
was still dressing and asked whether he might call on me
at my house. He arrived as I was having breakfast. He
is normally well composed, but this morning he was
nervous and excited. He said that he had been up all
night helping Prince Konoye to make arrangements for
the transfer of office to the incoming Prime Minister.
Mr. Ushiba then handed me, unopened, a personal letter from the Prime Minister to the American Ambassador and asked that I deliver it to Mr. Grew. (Copy of
Prince Konoye's letter and copy of the Ambassador's reply thereto are attached to this memorandum.) He suggested that I read it, as he had been instructed to tell me
in the strictest confidence certain thoughts which his
chief had in mind. The substance of Mr. Ushiba's .statement was as follows:
The Secretary's memorandum of October 2 which had
been handed to the Japanese Ambassador in Washington
had been a great disappointment to the Konoye Cabinet
and the impression had been created inside the Cabinet
that the road had been blocked to any hopes that the
))resent conversations could be successfully concluded.
Prince Konoye about a week ago had· decided to resign in
view of the internal situation in Japan. At that time it
appeared inevitable that the succeeding Cabinet would be
one of an extremist nature but Prince Konoye through
intensive effort and "by a miracle" had in recent days
been successful in ensuring that the government to succeed him would be composed of persons who did not subscribe to the principle that the conversations with the
United States should be broken off.
No Japanese civilian statesman will undertake the task
in which Prince Konoye has failed and consequently the
succeeding Cabinet must be headed by an Army officer
and will be composed primarily of military men. The
new Cabinet may even appear to be extremist to persons
unacquainted with the set-up of the various groups within the Japanese Army and other factions having influence
in the Government. However, Prince Konoye entertains
the hope that the Ambassador will stress to the Government of the United States that too great importance
should not be given to the outward appearance of the new
Cabinet. :Prince Konoye also desires the Ambassador to
understand that he would not have tendered his resignation at this moment without having convinced himself
that the succeeding Prime Minister would be equally desirous of adjusting Japanese-American relations.
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Dec. 7: lf7hile waiting to see Mr. Hui! ... /apan attacks

Dec. 29: They leave Washington for internment residence

*Private secretary to the Japanese Prime Minister.

The Ambassador would readily appreciate, Mr. Ushiba
added, that it would be impossible at the present time t o
form a civilian Cabinet with a liberal tinge: there is in
Japan no civilian of adequate eminence to take over the
office of Prime Minister , and even if such a civilian government should be fon:ned , sufficient opposition to bring
about its downfall would rapidly arise. Consequently the
succeeding Cabinet must be composed primarily of military men by reason of the fact that a Cabinet of this
complexion would represent the only element in Japan
which at the present time would be capable of bringing
about the downfall of the government. Mr. Ushiba emphasized that only as the result of the intensive and mi-.
raculous labors of Prince Konoye will the next government not be a military dictatorship bound to the most
militaristic and drastic policy.
Mr. Ushiba concluded that Prince Konoye , although out
of the government, will from the background continue
to use his influence and to devote his best efforts to the
achievement of the aims sought for in the conversations
between the United States and Japan and he is hopeful
that these conversations will be resumed very shortly.
I said that it was a great pity that Prince Konoye had
felt it necessary to resign as the conversations in Wasb.ington were still in progress , the recent call of Mr. Wakasugi on the Under Secretary of State having had, in my
opinion, good results toward further clarifying the position of the Japanese Government. Mr. Ushiba said that
he hoped some day to be able to tell me of the events
which had led to the Cabinet's resignation, but that all that
he could say for the present was that Prince Konoye had
taken the decision in the confident belief that he could
thus bring the conversations to a successful conclusion.
I said that it was a great pity that the Japanese Arm y
did not have a great leader, such as Prince Yamagata ,
who could insure unity within the Army. Mr . Ushiba
agreed. He said that General Sugiyama, Chief of the
General Staff, was being touted as such a leader, but that
actually General Sugiyama was too pliant an instrument
for his subordinates. In his opinion, General Umedzu ,
chief of the Kwantung Army, was the most influential
man in the Army and would come forward when needed.
As Mr. Ushiba was about to leave, I asked that he
convey to Prince Konoye my assurance that I would immediately see the Ambassador.
E[uGENE] H. D[oOMAN]
[Annex 1]

The Retiring fapanese Prime Minister (Prince Konoye) to the American Ambassador in fa pan (Grew)
OGIKUBO, TOKYO, October 16, 1941.
MY DEAR AMBASSADOR: It is with great regret and
disappointment that my colleagues and I have had to

resign owing to the internal politica~ situation, which I
may be able to explain to you sometime in the future .
I feel certain, however, that the cabinet which is to
succeed mine will exert its utmost in continuing to a successful con~lusion the conversations which we have been
carrying on up till today. It is my earnest hope, therefore , that you and your Government will not be too disappointed or discouraged either by the change of cabinet
or by the mere appearance or impression of the new
cabinet. I assure you that I will do all in my power in
assisting the new cabinet to attain the high purpose which
mine has endeavored to accomplish so hard without success.
May I take this opportunity to express my heartfelt
gratitude for your most friendly cooperation which I
have been fortunate enough to enjoy and also to convey
to you my sincere wish that you will give the same privilege to whomever succeeds me.
With kindest [etc.]
P . KONOYE
[Annex 2]

The American Ambassador in Japan (Grew) to the
Retiring Japanese Prime Minister (Prince Konoye)
TOKYO, October 17 , 1941.
MY DEAR PRIME MINISTER: Your friendly letter of
October 16th is very deeply appreciated and I hasten to
thank you heartily for your generous expressions and for
the encouragement which you have given me in your
confidence that the coming cabinet will make every effort to continue to a successful conclusion the conversations carried on between our two Governments. It gives
me keen gratification to know that you yourself will assist the new cabinet in attaining the high purpose for
which you and your colleagues have striven, and I need
hardly assure you that your successor may count fully
on my own earnest cooperation in a continuance of the
mutual efforts of our respective Governments to achieve
a successful outcome.
Please permit me to express the hope that you yourself, if you are about to lay down for a time the cares of
your high office, will now find some degree of welcome
relaxation and respite after your long, arduous and most
distinguished official service to your country.
With expressions [etc.]
JOSEPH C. GREW

Memorandum by the Under Secretary of State
(Welles)
[WASHINGTON,] October 24, 1941.
The Japanese Minister, Mr. Wakasugi, called to see
me this afternoon at his request.
The Minister first of all stated that he had i_n structions
from the Japanese Government to inform this Government that in its relations with the United States it desired to pursue the policy of the preceding Government
and desired to continue without delay the conversations
which had taken place between the two Governments
with a view to finding a satisfactory agreement to both
Governments.
The Minister stated that, in his belief, the new Japanese Government had taken office under such circumstances and was pressed by tense public opinion to such
an extent as to make it imminently desirable that the

conversations be pressed to a satisfactory conclusion
speedily.
The Minister further stated that he was instructed to
inquire whether this Government had as yet any counterproposals to make to the suggestions offered by the Japanese Government on Sept em her 2 7.
I stated that I felt it necessary to speak openly and
entirely frankly in reply to this message.
I said that the United States had made it fully clear
during the past seven or eight months that it was glad
to hold these conversations with the Japanese Government and that it desired to find the basis for an equitable
agreement between the two Governments and that they
desired to attain such a desirable objective as rapidly as
possible. I said, however, that the Minister must recognize, as clearly as I did, that recent statements made by
prominent officials of the Japanese Government and the
Japanese Army and the Japanese Navy were not conducive to the creation of that kind of atmosphere which
would be conducive to the reaching of any satisfactory
understanding between . the two Governments for the
furtherance of the conversations which the two Governments had in mind. I said that, when a responsible officer
of the Japanese Navy publicly announced that the Japanese Navy was "itching to fight" with the United States
Navy, the result was disastrous in its effects upon public
opinion here and particularly in its effects upon the American Navy. I said that I had, to my regret, seen very few
statements if any, by high ,authorities of Japan during
the past two weeks which could be interpreted as meaning that the Japanese Government had any sincere desire to reach a friendly and satisfactory understanding
with the United States as a result of the present conversations. Furthermore, I said, the whole tone of the Japanese press, as well as articles and editorials appearing in
the Japanese press , during the same period could only be
interpreted as meaning that the Japanese press was not
interested in the furtherance of any satisfactory understanding between our two countries. I said I felt it necessary to make these facts very clear in as much as Mr.
Wakasugi would undoubtedly agree that the situation to
which I referred created an additional and serious obstacle to any satisfactory outcome of the conversations
which have been in progress.
The Minister replied by saying that he had seen only
an hour ago on the ticker a statement attributed to Secretary Knox which said war between Japan and the
United States was inevitable and that, consequently, the
United States Navy was on a 24-hour basis. I stated that
I had not seen any statement by Secretary Knox indicating his belief that war was inevitable between our two
countries, but that I had seen and read statements attributed to him which implied that the situation was such
that some incident might occur and that, consequently,
the United States Navy was on a 24-hour basis. I said
that the Minister's reference to these statements attributed to Secretary Knox clearly emphasized the truth
of what I had just stated to him. If the Japanese Navy
announced to the world that it was "itching for a fight"
with the United States, he could hardly underestimate
the effect which this would have upon the American
Navy.
I said that I felt I must make it very clear that this
Government would have to take into serious account
statements and press campaigns of the kind to which I

have referred in considering the utility of trying to find
a successful outcome of the present conversations.
With regard to the second point he had mentioned by
instruction of his Government I said that I was confident
I had made it entirely plain in my first conversation with
him after his return to the United States and that Secretary Hull, in our two succeeding conversations, had
made it even more plain that the point of view of this
Government had been set forth with complete clarity in
communications handed to the Japanese Goverment on
June 21, in the succeeding conversations between the
Secretary of State and the Japanese Ambassador, and in
the statement delivered to the Japanese Embassy on
October 2. I said that it did not seem to me that any
counterproposals were called for from this Government.
In our last conversation with the Secretary of State I
said the latter had impressed upon the Minister the
value from Japan's own standpoint of the economic principles this Government had offered as one of the bases
for an understanding between our two countries. The
Minister had then said that he would transmit this to
his Government and let us have their reply.
Mr. Wakasugi said that he had in fact transmitted
to his Government the statements of Secretary Hull in
the fullest detail, but that he had not yet heard from his
Government with regard thereto .
I said that the Secretary of State and I had both said
with regard to the Minister's statement earlier made to
me that the phraseology employed in the Japanese project of September 27 had perhaps given rise to misunderstandings and could undoubtedly be modified so as to
make it clear that the Japanese point of view corre sponded much more nearly to the position of this Government as set forth in its communications on June 21 ,
that we would be glad to sit down with the Minister and
consider any such changes in phraseology as he might be
willing to suggest. I said that I was optimistic enough
to believe that an effort of this kind might result in our
ascertaining that the point of view of the Japanese Government was far more nearly identical to the point of
view of the United States Government than would appear
from the Japanese proposals of September 27.
The Minister said that he had not as yet received any
detailed instruction from his Government, but that he
was hopeful he would receive such detailed instructions
in the immediate future. He then said that as far back
as last April he had urged his Ambassador to try and find
practical and concrete bases for agreement with the
United States Government on all phases of the situation
affecting the Pacific region. He said that certain American gentlemen who were unofficial and certain Japanese
gentlemen who were unofficial, and who had (undoubtedly sincerely, as he put it) been endeavoring to further
friendly relations between our two countries, had stepped
into the picture and devised certain formulas and, he
was afraid, had succeeded in obscuring the picture rather
than clarifying it. He said he thought these efforts had
resulted in a good deal of delay. He consequently wondered whether it would not be advantageous to make a
fresh approach and, with full regard for the principles
set forth by this Government, to undertake the development of new formulas. I said to the Minister that I
thought this suggestion might be very helpful and, if he
would prepare the new formulas which he had in mind,
they would receive immediate consideration here. I said

that everyone, from the Secretary of State down , had
made it clear that we would be only too glad to contribute as much time and thought as might be necessary
in order to further a satisfactory solution.
I stated that it seemed to me that from the standpoint
of expediency and wisdom it might be well to see if we
could not, first of all, reach an agreement on the economic principles involved. I wondered , I said , if the
statesmen in the new Japanese cabinet understood as
fully as he did what the practical advantages to Japan
would be if it adopted the economic policies as set forth
by Secretary Hull. Surely, I said, they must recognize,
if they understood it, how much Japan would profit if,
for example, British imperial preferences were abolished
and Japan could trade with all of the Pacific nations, including Canada, Australia and New Zealand, on the
same terms on which England could trade.
Mr. Wakasugi seemed to be very sincere in emphasiz ing his own belief in the desirability of Japanese wholehearted agreement in the nondiscrimination commercial
policy proposed by this Government. I said that if we
could reach an agreement on this front we could then
pass with more encouragement to finding a satisfactory
agreement with regard to the other principles advanced by the United States. I emphasized my belief
that it would be wise to take up the more knotty problems after we had reached an agreement on what perhaps was the principle on which both Governments could
agree now.
The Minister then went back to the thread-bare issue
of the belief on the part of the Japanese people that their
failure to possess certain natural resources under their
own sovereignty made them the victims of economic aggression and economic encirclement at the will of other
powers. I asked the Minister if he, or any other Japanese, could deny that, during the period of their modern
history up to the year 1930, when Japan had a most
friendly relationship with both Great Britain and the
United States, through that relationship and because of
the fact that their national policy was in general alignment with the policy of the two Governments I had mentioned, Japan had not rapidly become one of the great
powers of the world and had enjoyed a period of great
prosperity. The Minister said that of course that was the
case. I said it seemed to me that Japan had never even
thought of alleging economic encirclement until the sinister slogan brought forward by Hitler of "have and have
not nations" had been dinned into the ears of the peoples of the world and until Japan herself had departed
from her traditional friendships and had engaged upon
new adventures and policies.
The Minister said that, while it was true that the
younger generation in Japan had been responsive to the
pernicious disease which was spreading over the world,
Japan nevertheless was pursuing her own independent
policies and was not to be regarded as being subservient
in her national determinations of policy to either Germany or Italy. I said that this might be the case but
that Japan nevertheless formally and officially and publicly had placed herself in the Axis camp and that no
friend of Japan could deny that, so far as practical results were concerned and so far as the well-being and
prosperity of the Japanese people were involved, Japan
had not only gained nothing therefrom but had been
gravely prejudiced.

Mr. Wakasugi made no denial of this. He remained
quiet.
Mr. Wakasugi then changed the subject and said that
in his last conversation with Secretary Hull the latter
had inquired whether he had any contacts with Chinese
friends here in this country. The Minister reminded me
that he had replied that while he knew the Chinese Ambassador, Dr. Hu Shih, he was not seeing him on account
of the situation between his country and China. The
Minister said that it seemed to him all important that
every approach be undertaken in order to bring about a
settlement of the conflict between China and Japan, since
nothing would be more conducive than this to a settlement of all of the Pacific problems. He inquired whether
-and he stated that this was to be regarded as entirely
unofficial-I would be willing to meet with himself and
the Chinese Ambassador or any other Chinese officials
who might be able to speak for their country. He said
that if any official effort was ever to be made by the
President of the United States to further the reaching of
a peaceful solution between Japan and China it must certainly first be ascertained whether the Government of
Chiang Kai-shek would be disposed to reach an agreement with Japan.
I replied that obviously the Minister did not expect
me even personally and unofficially to give him any
response to this suggestion without very careful consideration and the opportunity to study this possibility.
I said that I would, however, give the matter the most
careful thought and that I would be prepared to discuss
with him in one of our next conversations what my individual views might be as to the feasibility of the suggestion he had made.
The Minister made no reference to any plans for departure on the part of the Ambassador and I did not
question him with regard thereto. He did, however, specifically state that as soon as more detailed instructions
were received from his Government the Ambassador
would be taking part in the conversations between the
two Governments.
The Minister said that as soon as these instructions
were received he would immediately let me know and
that he would urge his Government to expedite the sending of such instructions.
S[UMNER] W[ELLES]

Memorandum by the Ambassador in Japan (Grew)
[TOKYO,] October 25 , 1941.
The informant* called on me at his own r equest this
evening. He told me that just prior to the fall of the
Konoye Cabinet a conference of the leading members of
the Privy Council and of the Japanese armed forces had
been summoned by the Emperor, who inquired if they
were prepared to pursue a policy which would guarantee
that there would be no war with the United States. The
representatives of the Army and Navy who attended this
conference did not reply to the Emperor's question ,
whereupon the latter, with a reference to the progressive
policy pursued by the Emperor Meiji , his grandfather,
in an unprecedented action ordered the armed forces to
obey his wishes. The Emperor's d efinite stand necessi*"A r eli a ble J a pane se informant."

tated the selection of a Prime Minister who would be in a
position effectively to control the Army, the ensuing resignation of Prince Konoye, and the appointment of General Tojo who, while remaining in the Army active list,
is committed to a policy of attempting to conclude successfully the current Japanese-American conversations.
The informant emphasized to me that the recent antiAmerican tone of the Japanese press and the extreme
views expressed by pro-Axis and certain other elements
gave no real indication of the desire of Japanese of all
classes and in particular of the present political leaders
that in some way or other an adjustment of relations
with the United States must be brought about. He added
in this connection that Mr. Togo, the new Foreign Minister, had accepted his appointment with the specific
aim of endeavoring to pursue the current conversations
to a successful end and it had been understood that
should he fail in this he would resign his post.
The belief is current among Japanese leaders that the
principal difficulty in the way of an understanding with
the United States is the question of the removal of Japanese armed forces from China and Indochina, but these
same leaders are confident that, provided Japan is not
placed in an impossible position by the insistence on the
part of the United States that all Japanese troops in
these areas be withdrawn at once, such a removal can
and will be successfully effected.
The informant, who is in contact with the highest
circles, went on to say that for the first time in ten years
the situation at present and the existing political set-up
in Japan offer a possibility of a reorientation of J apanese policy and action.
J[OSEPH] C. G[REW]

Memorandum of Comment by the
Ambassador in Japan (Grew)
[TOKYO,] October 25 , 1941.
The Japanese press has given prominence to the remarks made by the American Secretary of the Navy to
the effect that the Government of the United States has
become convinced that Japan does not intend to abandon
its policy of expansion and that should this policy be
pursued a conflict with the United States is unavoidable.
From the vantage point of this Embassy it is apparent
that while the widespread conviction in the United States
and abroad that Japan has no intention of giving up its
policy of expansion may be logical, nevertheless the
fallacy of this view may be found in the fact that the
present Japanese leaders are willing to give up their expansionist plans through armed force if a workable
understanding can be reached with the United States.
In relation to the informant's observations, there is little that can be added to the analysis set forth in my telegram to the Department No. 1529 of September 29,
noon, and the suggestions advanced therein, particularly
in paragraphs 5 and 10, still obtain despite the fact that
the procedure of negotiations anticipated in the suggested
meeting between the President and the Japanese Prime
Minister may now have to be changed. If, as I have no
r eason to doubt, the informant's statement that the Emperor is for the first time actively engaged in the formul ation of policy in Japan and the announced aim of
reaching an agreement with the United States is true,

some more positive attempt by General Tojo and the
new Foreign Minister to render· the· current conversations
more concrete than has heretofore been the case may be
anticipated, an opinion, however, which must be mere
speculation until I have seen the new Foreign Minister.
In this connection, whatever may be the character of the
Foreign Minister's approach, in our first conversation I
shall of course initiate nothing and shall make it clear
that my Government desires that the conversations be
continued in Washington and only paralieled h er e.
From the available jnformation I am quite convinced
that had the Emperor not taken the positive stand which
he did on this issue, the situation mentioned in paragraph 8 of my 1529, September 29 , noon , would probably
have developed.
j[OSEPH] c. G[REW]

M emorandum by the Ambassador in Japan (Grew)
[TOKYO,] October 30, 1941.
The diplomatic chiefs of miss.ion were received this
afternoon by Mr. Shigenori Togo, the new Foreign Minister. Mr. Kase acted as interpreter. The usual press
photographs having been taken and appropriate amenities exchanged, Mr. Togo remarked that the relations between the United States and Japan, which had not been
very good when he formerly was in the Foreign Office
several years ago, had since then progressively worsened
to the present s.ituation which, if this deterioration were
not terminated, was fraught with the g;ravest dangers:
Referring to the informal conversations which had been
carried on since last spring between the Japanese and
the American Governments, the. Minister declared his
desire that the conversations be continued and without delay be s1.1ccessfully brought to a conclusion.
He requested my cooperation in accomplishing this
objective.
Mr. Togo said that in order to make _progress, the
United States should face certain realities and facts and
he thereupon cited the stationing in. China of Japanese
armed forces. Other nations, he said, at present maintained troops in certain areas .of China, for instance the
Soviet soldiery stationed in· Outer Mongolia. The Minister made no further allusion to the preliminary conversations but stated that he hoped to have subsequent talks
with me in due time.
After assuring the Minister, in reply, of my desire to
coo9 erate with him, I described the wish of the Secretary
of State that, because of the President's close and· active.
interest therein, the conversations should be carried on
in Washington. However, as parallel talks in Tokyo
were often helpful in that they afforded an opportunity
for rendering more complete and more precise the reported views of the United States Government, I had on
certain occasions in the past conveyed to the Minister for
Foreign Affairs the substance of the . conversations in
Washington which were. reported to. me directly from the
Secretary of State. Hereupon I gave to Mr. Togo· a paraphrase of the Department's telegram reporting. the Under
Secretary's conversation- with Mr. Wakasugi on October
24 (Department's 689, October 25, 5 p. m.), as I felt
that the Foreign Minister would derive therefrom· a clear
understanding of the attitude of the Government of the
United States toward these preliminary conversations.

I told Mr. Tojo that, as it was of cour se impossible for
the Foreign Minister personally to read all of the correspondence directed by the American Embassy to the
Foreign Office, it had been in the past my practice to
bring in separate letters to the direct attention of Admiral
Toyoda , with the latter's approval, those matters which
I had considered of especial importance. In reply t o
my question whether Mr. Togo would approve of my
observing the same practice with him, the Minister replied in the affirmative and the interview was brought
to a close.
As I was leaving, Mr. Kase told me that he had b een
designated Chief of the First Section of the American
Bureau of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and that he
woul.d be happy to serve as a direct avenue of communication between the Foreign Minister and myself whenever I might desire. In thanking Mr. Kase I said that ,
recalling our former pleasant association, I was glad
once again to find him in the role of interpreter during
my conversations with the Foreign Minister.
j[OSEPH] C. G[REW]

Memorandum by the Ambassador in Japan (Grew)
[TOKYO,] November 3 , 1941.
I received a visit today from the same reliable Japanese informant who called on me on October 25. H e
informed me that he had seen the Foreign Minister yesterday with a view to ascertaining the prospects of a
resumption of the conversations between Japan and the
United States. The Foreign Minister had told him that
during the past few days he had been constantly in
conference day and night with the Prime Minister
and the Minister of the Navy, and that as a result
the Government had reached a definite decision as to
how far it was prepared to· go in implementing the de7
sires of the Emperor for an adjustment of relations
with the United States. This decision, which was being held in strictest secrecy, had been communicated by
the Prime Minister to the Emperor on the afternoon
of November 2. The Foreign Minister had conveyed
to my informant the impression that he expected to
ask me to call for an extended conversation within a
few days.
According to my informant this was the first time for
many years that a Japanese Foreign . Minister had been
in a position to assume obligations with the entire support and approval of the Prime Minister, who was an
Army officer on the active list and who held as well the
portfolios of the War and Home ministries, and also the
support of the Navy Minister. My informant was of the
opinion that the Foreign Minister would ask me to call
not later than November 7 since the question of relations
with the United States would have to be clarified before
the Diet meets on November 15 at which time a report
would have to be delivered. The forthcoming meeting
of the Diet, according to my informant, would be carefully organized by the Government and no loose or irresponsible talkwould be perm.itted.
I thanked my informant for his information and repeated to him what I had told the Foreign Minister,
namely, that the actual conversations were to be carried
on in Washington and only paralleled in Tokyo.
j[OSEPH] C . G[REW]

The Ambassador in Japan (Grew)
to the Secretary of St{lte
[Substance]

TOKYO, November 3 , i941-3 p. m .
[Received 4:19 p. m.*]
1736. The Ambassador reports for Secretary Hull and
Under Secretary Welles as follows:
(1) He cites a leading article from the Tokyo Nichi
Nichi of November 1 (reported in telegram No. 1729 of
that datet), adding that a banner headline declaring
"Empire Approaches Its Greatest Crisis" introduced a
despatch from New York with a summary of a statement
the Japanese Embassy reportedly gave to the New York
Times regarding the need of ending the United StatesJ apanese economic war. Both the article and the Nichi
Nichi editorial (see telegram of November 1, 7 p . m.:j:)
are believed to be close reflections of Japanese sentiments
at present.
(2) The Ambassador refers to his various telegraphic
reports during several months past analyzing the factors
affecting policy in Japan and says he has nothing to add
thereto nor any substantial revision to make thereof. In
his opinion, a conclusive estimate may be had of Japan's
position through the application to the existing situation
and the immediate future of the following points:
(a) It is not possible for Japan to dissociate either
Japan or the conflict with China from the war in Europe
and its fluctuations.
•(b) In Japan political thought ranges from medieval
to liberal ideas and public opinion is thus a variable
quantity. The impact of events and conditions beyond
Japan may determine at any given t ime which school of
thought shall predominate. (In the democracies, on the
other hand, owing to a homogeneous body of principles
which influence and direct foreign policy and because
methods instead of principles are more likely to cause
differences of opinion, public opinion is formed differently.) For example, in Japan the pro-Axis elements gained
power following last year's German victories in Western
Europe; th.en Japanese doubt of ultimate German victory was created by Germany's failure to invade the
British Isles , this factor helping to reinforce the moderate elements; and finally Germany's attack on the Soviet
Union upset the expectation of continued Russo-German
peace and made the Japanese realize that those who took
Japan into the Tripartite Alliance had misled Japan.
(c) An attempt to correct the error of 1940 may be
found in the efforts to adjust Japanese relations with the
United States and thereby to lead the way to conclusion
of peace with China, made by Prince Konoye and promised by the Tojo Cabinet. If this attempt fails, and if
success continues to favor German arms, a final, closer
Axis alinement may be expected.
(d)" The Embassy in Japan has never been convinced
by the theory that Japan's collapse as a militaristic
power would shortly result from the depletion and the
eventual exhaustion of Japan's financial and economic
resources, as propounded by many leading American
economists. Such forecasts were unconsciously based
upon the assumption that a dominant consideration
*Telegram in seven sections.
tNot printed.
:j:Not printed.

would be Japan's retention of the capitalistic system.
The outcome they predicted has not transpired, although
it is true that the greater part of Japan's commerce has
been lost, Japanese industrial production has been dras tically curtailed, and Japan's national resources have
been depleted. Instead, there has been a drastic prosecution of the process to integrate Japan's national econ omy, lacking which there might well have occurred the
predicted collapse of Japan. What has happened to date
therefore does not support the view that continuation of
trade embargoes and imposition of a blockade (proposed
by some) can best avert war in the Far East.
(3) The Ambassador mentions his telegram No. 827,
September 12, 1940* (which reported the "golden opportunity" seen by Japanese army circles for expansion as a
consequence of German triumphs in Europe). He sent
this telegram under circumstances and at a time when
it appeared unwise and futile for the United States to
adopt conciliatory measures. The strong policy recommended in the telegram was subsequently adopted by
the United States. This policy, together with the impact
of world political events upon Japan brought the Japanese Government to the point of seeking conciliation
with the United States. If these efforts fail , the Ambassador foresees a probable swing of the pendulum in
Japan once more back to the former Japanese position
or even farther. This would lead to what he has described
as an all-out, do-or-die attempt, actually risking national
hara-kiri, to make Japan impervious to economic embargoes abroad rather than to yield to foreign pressure.
It is realized by observers who feel Japanese national
temper and psychology from day to day that, beyond
peradventure, this contingency not only is possible but is
probable.
( 4) If the fiber and temper of the Japanese people are
kept in mind, the view that war probably would be
averted , though there might be some risk of war, by
progressively imposing drastic economic measures is an
uncertain and dangerous hypothesis upon which to base
considered United States policy and measures. War
would not be averted by such a course, if it is taken, in
the opinion of the Embassy. However, each view is only
opinion, and, accordingly, to postulate the correctness of
either one and to erect a definitive policy thereon would,
in the belief of the Embassy, be contrary to American
national interests. It would mean putting the cart before
the horse. The primary point to be decided apparently
involves the question whether war with Japan is justified
by American national objectives, policies, and needs in
the case of failure of the first line of national defense,
namely, diplomacy, since it would be possible only on
the basis of such a decision for the Roosevelt administration to follow a course which would be divested as much
as possible of elements of uncertainty, speculation, and
opinion. The Ambassador does not doubt that such a
decision, irrevocable as it might well prove to be, already
has been debated fully and adopted , because the sands
are running fast.
(5) The Ambassador emphasizes that, in the above
discussion of this grave, momentous subject, he is out of
touch with the intentions and thoughts of the Administration thereon, and he does not at all mean to imply
that Washington is pursuing an undeliberated policy.
':'Not printed.

Nor does he intend to advocate for a single moment any
"appeasement" of Japan by the United States or recession in the slightest degree by the United States Government from the fundamental principles laid down as a
basis for the conduct and adjustment of international
relations, American relations with Japan included. There
should be no compromise with principles, though methods may be flexible. The Ambassador's purpose is only
to ensure against the United States becoming involved in
war with Japan because of any possible misconception
of Japan's capacity to rush headlong into a suicidal
struggle with the United States. While national sanity
dictates against such action, Japanese sanity cannot be
measured by American standards of logic. The Ambassador sees no need for much anxiety respecting the bellicose tone and substance at present of the Japanese press
(which in the past several years has attacked the United
States intensely in recurrent waves) , but he points out
the shortsightedness of underestimating Japan's obvious
preparations to implement an alternative program in the
event the peace program fails. He adds that similarly it
would be shortsighted for American policy to be based
upon the belief that Japanese preparations are no more
than saber rattling, merely intended to give moral support to the high pressure diplomacy of Japan. Action by
Japan which might render unavoidable an armed conflict
with the United States may come with dangerous and
dramatic suddenness.
GREW

Memorandum by the Ambassador in Japan (Grew)
[TOKYO,] November 4, 1941.
Before leaving for Hong Kong via Canton by Japanese
plane early tomorrow morning, Mr. Kurusu* called to
see me this evening. He said that he has been studying
the official papers in connection with his mission to the
United States ever since he had been told , only yesterday,
of the Foreign Minister's desire that he proceed to Washington. Mr. Kurusu informed me that he is going simply
to help the Japanese Ambassador in the present difficult
situation by bringing a fresh point of view and in order
that no possible stone be left unturned in the endeavor to
bring to a successful conclusion the conversations being
conducted between the Japanese and American Governments.
Mr. Kurusu said that he was taking with him as his
secretary Mr. Shiroji Yuki who, as Chief of the First Section of the American Bureau of the Foreign Office, has
been most helpful to the Embassy and is familiar with
the development of the conversations in Washington.
J[OSEPH] c. G[REW]

Memorandum by the Ambassador in Japan (Grew )t
[TOKYO,] November 7, 1941.
I received a visit today from a leadin,g Japanese:j: who
maintains close contacts with the present government
and who said he was calling at the request of Mr. Togo,
* Saburo Kurusu, former Japanese Ambassador in Germany.
t The information contained in this memorandum was trans mitted to the Department in telegram No. 1769, November 7,
1941, 11 p . m.
:j:"A leading Japanese and reliable informant."

the Foreign Minister. My informant told me that inasmuch as the Foreign Minister felt he could not express
himself to me with the freedom which he desired, he was
taking this means of sending me indirectly a suggestion
along the following lines: The Tojo government has decided the limits to which it will be possible to go in an
endeavor to meet the desires of the United States, but
nevertheless should these concessions be regarded as inadequate by the Government of the United States it is of
the highest importance that the Washington conversations be continued and not permitted to break down.
My informant then went on to express what he declared were his own personal opinions but which may or
may not reflect th~ opinions of the Foreign Minister. He
stated that if the present situation which was having a
calamitous effect upon Japan were continued, the Japanese Government in the course of time would be compelled to agree to accept the views of the United States
if only in order 1'.o prevent the breakdown of the conversations in Washington. I told my informant, and requested him to pass it on to Mr. Togo, that the present
bellicose and violent tone of the Japanese press in regard
to the United States, such as in particular the editorial
published in the japan Times and Advertiser on November 5 and the article in the evening Nichi .Nichi yesterday
which charged that the United States was talking like a
harlot, and others, were rendering more difficult our efforts to adjust relations between our two countries in
view of public opinion in the United States which naturally regards these truculent articles, and especially
those of the japan Times and Advertiser which is known
to express the attitudes of the Japanese Foreign Office,
as accurately reflecting the opinion of the Japanese Government. My informant promised to repeat my observations to Mr. Togo and to draw his attention to the articles in question .
•
My informant said that too ·much attention should not
be paid to Japanese newspapers and added metaphorically that frightened dogs bark and the greater the fright
the louder the bark, and that at present the military
party in Japan are frightened by the prospects opening
up before them. He went on to say that it is a mistake
for the United States to regard the Japanese as adults.
In reality they are children and should be treated accordingly. Their confidence can be gained by a friendly
gesture or word. The Germans have correctly diagnosed
this aspect of Japanese psychology and have utilized it
successfully.
In conclusion my informant again urged that irrespective of future developments the Washington conversations must not be permitted to break down since in such
an event he was fearful of some drastic and fateful results.
J[OSEPH] C. G[REW]

Memorandum of a Conversation
[WASHINGTON,] November 7, 1941.
The Japanese Ambassador called at his request at the
Secretary's apartment. * Before the Ambassador had said
anything in. regard to the purpose of his call the Secretary took up with the Japal'l.ese Ambassador the question
*Mr. Wakasugi accompanied the Ambassador.
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The Ambassador in Japan (Grew)
to the Secretary of State
[Substance]

TOKYO, November 3, i941-3 p. m.
[Received 4:19 p. m.*]
1736. The Ambassador reports for Secretary Hull and
Under Secretary Welles as follows:
(1) He cites a leading article from the Tokyo Nichi
Nichi of November 1 (reported in telegram No. 1729 of
that datet), adding that a banner headline declaring
"Empire Approaches Its Greatest Crisis" introduced a
despatch from New York with a summary of a statement
the Japanese Embassy reportedly gave to the New York
Times regarding the need of ending the United StatesJapanese economic war. Both the article and the Nichi
Nichi editorial (see telegram of November 1, 7 p. m.:j:)
are believed to be close reflections of Japanese sentiments
at present.
(2) The Ambassador refers to his various telegraphic
reports during several months past analyzing the factors
affecting policy in Japan and says he has nothing to add
thereto nor any substantial revision to make thereof. In
his opinion, a conclusive estimate may be had of Japan's
position through the application to the existing situation
and the immediate future of the following points:
(a) It is not possible for Japan to dissociate either
Japan or the conflict with China from the war in Europe
and its fluctuations.
•(b) In Japan political thought ranges from medieval
to liberal ideas and public opinion is thus a variable
quantity. The impact of events and conditions beyond
Japan may determine at any given t ime which school of
thought shall predominate. (In the democracies, on the
other hand, owing to a homogeneous body of principles
which influence and direct foreign policy and because
methods instead of principles are more likely to cause
differences of opinion, public opinion is formed differently.) For example, in Japan the pro-Axis elements gained
power following last year's German victories in Western
Europe; t!i.en Japanese doubt of ultimate German victory was created by Germany's failure to invade the
British Isles, this factor helping to reinforce the moderate elements; and finally Germany's attack on the Soviet
Union upset the expectation of continued Russo-German
peace and made the Japanese realize that those who took
Japan into the Tripartite Alliance had misled Japan.
(c) An attempt to correct the error of 1940 may be
found in the efforts to adjust Japanese relations with the
United States and thereby to lead the way to conclusion
of peace with China, made by Prince Konoye and promised by the Tojo Cabinet. If this attempt fails, and if
success continues to favor German arms, a final, closer
Axis alinement may be expected.
(d) " The Embassy in Japan has never been convinced
by the theory that Japan's collapse as a militaristic
power would shortly result from the depletion and the
eventual exhaustion of Japan's financial and economic
resources, as propounded by many leading American
economists. Such forecasts were unconsciously based
upon the assumption that a dominant consideration
*Telegram in seven sections.
·rNot printed.
:j:Not printed.

would be Japan's retention of the capitalistic system.
The outcome they predicted has not transpired, although
it is true that the greater part of Japan's commerce has
been lost, Japanese industrial production has been drastically curtailed, and Japan's national resources have
been depleted. Instead, there has been a drastic prosecution of the process to integrate Japan's national econ omy, lacking which there might well have occurred the
predicted collapse of Japan . What has happened to date
therefore does not support the view that continuation of
trade embargoes and imposition of a blockade (proposed
by some) can best avert war in the Far East.
(3) The Ambassador mentions his telegram No. 827 ,
September 12, 1940* (which reported the "golden opportunity" seen by Japanese army circles for expansion as a
consequence of German triumphs in Europe). He sent
this telegram under circumstances and at a time when
it appeared unwise and futile for the United States to
adopt conciliatory measures . The strong policy recommended in the telegram was subsequently adopted by
the United States. This policy, together with the impact
of world political events upon Japan brought the Japanese Government to the point of seeking conciliation
with the United States. If these efforts fail , the Ambassador foresees a probable swing of the pendulum in
Japan once more back to the former Japanese position
or even farther. This would lead to what he has described
as an all-out, do-or-die attempt, actually risking national
hara-kiri, to make Japan impervious to economic embargoes abroad rather than to yield to foreign pressure.
It is realized by observers who feel Japanese national
temper and psychology from day to day that, beyond
peradventure, this contingency not only is possible but is
probable.
( 4) If the fiber and temper of the Japanese people are
kept in mind, the view that war probably would be
averted, though there might be some risk of war, by
progressively imposing drastic economic measures is an
uncertain and dangerous hypothesis upon which to base
considered United States policy and measures. War
would not be averted by such a course, if it is taken, in
the opinion of the Embassy. However, each view is only
opinion, and, accordingly, to postulate the correctness of
either one and to erect a definitive policy thereon would,
in the belief of the Embassy, be contrary to American
national interests. It would mean putting the cart before
the horse. The primary point to be decided apparently
involves the question whether war with Japan is justified
by American national objectives, policies, and needs in
the case of failure of the first line of national defense,
namely , diplomacy, since it would be possible only on
the basis of such a decision for the Roosevelt administration to follow a course which would be divested as much
as possible of elements of uncertainty, speculation, and
opinion. The Ambassador does not doubt that such a
decision , irrevocable as it might well prove to be, already
has been debated fully and adopted, because the sands
are running fast.
(5) The Ambassador emphasizes that, in the above
discussion .of this grave, momentous subject, he is out of
touch with the intentions and thoughts of the Administration thereon, and he does not at all mean to imply
that Washington is pursuing an undeliberated policy.
* Not printed.

Nor does he intend to advocate for a single moment any
" appeasement" of Japan by the United States or recession in the slightest degree by the United States Government from the fundamental principles laid down as a
basis for the conduct and adjustment of international
relations, American relations with Japan included. There
should be no compromise with principles, though methods may be flexible. The Ambassador's purpose is o_n ly
to ensure against the United States becoming involved in
war with Japan because of any possible misconception
of Japan's capacity to rush headlong into a suicidal
struggle with the United States. While national sanity
dictates against such action, Japanese sanity cannot be
measured by American standards of logic. The Ambassador sees no need for much anxiety respecting the belli cose tone and substance at present of the Japanese press
(which in the past several years has attacked the United
States intensely in recurrent waves), but he points out
the shortsightedness of underestimating Japan's obvious
preparations to implement an alternative program in the
event the peace program fails. He adds that similarly it
would be shortsighted for American policy to be based
upon the belief that Japanese preparations are no more
than saber rattling, merely intended to give moral support to the high pressure diplomacy of Japan. Action by
Japan which might render unavoidable an armed conflict
with the United States may come with dangerous and
dramatic suddenness.
GREW

Memorandum bJ' the Ambassador in Japan (Grew)
[TOKYO,] November 4, 1941.
Before leaving for Hong Kong via Canton by Japanese
plane early tomorrow morning, Mr. Kurusu* called to
see me this evening. He said that he has been studying
the official papers in connection with his mission to the
United States ever since he had been told, only yesterday,
of the Foreign Minister's desire that he proceed to Washington. Mr. Kurusu informed me that he is going simply
to help the Japanese Ambassador in the present difficult
situation by bringing a fresh point of view and in order
that no possible stone be left unturned in the endeavor to
bring to a successful conclusion the conversations being
conducted between the Japanese and American Governments.
Mr. Kurusu said that he was taking with him as his
secretary Mr. Shiroji Yuki who, as Chief of the First Section of the American Bureau of the Foreign Office, has
been most helpful to the Embassy and is familiar with
the development of the conversations in Washington.
J[OSEPH] c:. G[REW]

Memorandum by the Ambassador in Japan (Grew Jt
[TOKYO,] November 7, 1941.
I received a visit today from a leadin,g J apanese:j: who
maintains close contacts with the present government
and who said he was calling at the request of Mr. Togo,
* Saburo Kurusu, former Japanese Ambassador in Germany.
tThe information contained in this memorandum was transmitted to the Department in telegram No. 1769, November 7,
1941, 11 p. m.
:j:"A leading Japanese and reliable informant."

the Foreign Minister. My informant told me that inasmuch as the Foreign Minister felt he could not express
himself to me with the freedom which he desired, he was
taking this means of sending me indirectly a suggestion
along the following lines: The Tojo government has decided the limits to which it will be possible to go in an
endeavor to meet the desires of the United States, but
nevertheless should these concessions be regarded as inadequate by the Government of the United States it is of
the highest importance that the Washington conversations be continued and not permitted to break down.
My informant then went on to express what he declared were his own personal opinions but which may or
may not reflect th~ opinions of the Foreign Minister. He
stated that if the present situation which was having a
calamitous effect upon Japan were continued, the Japanese Government in the course of time would be compelled to agree to accept the views of the United States
if Gnly in order 1:0 prevent the breakdown of the conversations in Washington. I told my informant, and requested him to pass it on to -Mr. Togo, that the present
bellicose and violent tone of the Japanese press in regard
to the United States, such as in particular the editorial
published in the japan Times and Advertiser on November 5 and the article in the evening Nichi .Nichi yesterday
which charged that the United States was talking like a
harlot, and others, were rendering more difficult our efforts to adjust relations between our two countries in
view of public opinion in the United States which naturally regards these truculent articles, and especially
those of the japan Times and Advertiser which is known
to express the attitudes of the Japanese Foreign Office,
as accurately reflecting the opinion of the Japanese Government. My informant promised to repeat my observations to Mr. Togo and to draw his attention to the articles in question.
•
My informant said that too ·much attention should not
be paid to Japanese newspapers and added metaphorically that frightened dogs bark and the greater the fright
the louder the bark, and that at present the military
party in Japan are frightened by the prospects opening
up before them. He went on to say that it is a mistake
for the United States to regard the Japanese as adults.
In reality they are children and should be treated accordingly. Their confidence can be gained by a friendly
gesture or word. The Germans have correctly diagnosed
this aspect of Japanese psychology and have utilized it
successfully.
In conclusion my informant again urged that irrespective of future developments the Washington conversations must not be permitted to break down since in such
an event he was fearful of some drastic and fateful results.
J[OSEPH] C. G[REW]

Memorandum of a Conversation
[WASHINGTON,] November 7, 1941.
The Japanese Ambassador called at his request at the
Secretary's apartment.* Before the Ambassador had said
anything in. regard to the purpose of his call the Secretary took up with the J apa!'lese Ambassador the question
*Mr. Wakasugi accompanied the Ambassador.

of three American missionaries who had been taken into
custody by the Manchurian authorities at Harbin, as
referred to in a separate memorandum.*
The Secretary then went on to say that situations like
that relating to the missionaries referred to and the publication in this country of various press reports of utterances in the Japanese press advocating extremist policies
increased our difficulties over here in connection with
our discussions with the Japanese Government. He said
that various people keep coming to him, refer to these
reports and then ask how this Government can expect
to improve relations with Japan in view of a situation
such as the reports under reference revealed.
The Ambassador said that since the advent of the new
Cabinet he had not sought to talk with the Secretary as
he had had no definite instructions and as he consequently did not wish to take up the Secretary's time . He said
that he had now received instructions and that in ac-·
cordance therewith he desired to resume the conversations.
The Ambassador said that the new Cabinet in Japan
had deliberated very carefully upon the various provisions of a proposed settlement between our two Governments and had examined very carefully our draft of
June 21 with a · view to making the utmost concessions
that they could make, having cue regard for the situation in the Far East and of the attitude of public opinionin Japan. He referred to the three principal c:uestions on
which our respective views had diverged and he said
that, with regard to two of those questions, namely, Japan's obligations under the Tripartite Pact and non-discrimination in international commercial relations, he
thought that it would not be difficult to reconcile our
views. In regard to the . question of the desire of the
Japanese Government to retain for some time a certain
number of troops in nort h China and Inner Mongolia ,
he said he realized that difficulties of reaching an agreement were greater.
The Ambassador then went on to say that in view of
the gravity of the situation he was very conscious of his
responsibility and in order to minimize the possibility of
any blunder on his part he had asked the Japanese Government for the assistance of an experienced diplomatist
and that in accordance wit'.1 h:s request the Government
was sending Mr. Kurusu to assist him. The Ambassador·
expressed the hope that in view of Mr. Kurusu's personal
ambassadorial rank the President would receive Mr.
Kurusu.
The Ambassador then handed the Secretary a document, copy of which is attached,t containing formulas
captioned as follows:
"Disposition of "Japanese forces
(A) Stationing of Japanese forces m China and the
withdrawal thereof:
(B) Stationing of Japanese forces in French Indochina and the withdrawal thereof:
Principle of non-discrimination"

The Secretary glanced over the document and inquired
what proportion of the Japanese troops now in China
Japan would propose to retain there. The Japanese Am-·
bassador replied that, as the Secretary was aware,
Japan already had the right under the Boxer Protocol
*Not printed.
tinfra.

to station troops in the Peiping and Tientsin areas; that
as the Soviets had troops in Outer Mongolia the stationing of Japanese troops in Inner Mongolia was desired
as an "equipoise" to those troops. The Ambassador,
without making any direct reply to the Secretary's specific question, went on to refer to armed forces maintained by other countries in CH.ina and he said also that
when Chiang Kai-shek first entered Shanghai* the British had asked the Japanese to take joint action with
them at Shanghai, but that the Japanese. had declined
to do so. He said that notwithstanding the moderate
attitude of the Japanese, the Japanese soon thereafter
became the object of a bitter Chinese boycott campaign.
The Secretary said that, although he had told the
Chinese Ambassador that we were having exploratory
conversations with the Japanese, he had not acquainted
the Chinese Ambassador with any of the substance of
the points we were discussing. He then recalled to the
Japanese Ambassador that, as he had on numerous occasions said to the Japanese Ambassador, we proposed
before entering into any formal negotiations to discuss
the matter with the Chinese and the British and the
Dutch. The Secretary said that an idea had just occurred to him which he had so far discussed with no
one, namely, supposing the Chinese were now to say
that they desired a real friendship with Japan and would
do. everything in their power to work together along
peaceful ways, would not this be a wonderful oppor-·
tunity for Japan to launch forth on & real new order,
an order in which Japan would gain her real moral
leadership in the Far East? At a time when Hitler was
leading his people over a precipice and when Europe
was threatened with anarchy, would not the adoption
by Japan of a new policy of conciliation and friend ship with China not maintained at a sword's point
provide Japan with a real opportunity for progressive
leadership in which Japan and the United States could
cooperate to save the world? The 1\mbassador and Mr.
Wakasugi appeared to be very much impressed with this
suggestion and sa ~ d that they would refer it to their Government for its consideration. The Ambassador said that
he was personally convinced of the wisdom of the Secretary's policies and that when he went back to Japan
and retired he would use his influence in a direction
away from outmoded ideas such as would call for e~ ~
retention of Japanese troops in China. The Secretar:r
reviewed again the advantages which this Government
had derived from renouncing its previous policies of stationing armed forces in Latin-American countries. H e
mentioned the great increase that had taken place in
United States trade with those countries. He expressed
the conviction that if Japan should adopt a broad-gauae
liberal policy in relation to China Japan would derive incalculable advantage in the way of trade and prosperity.
With reference to the question of J apa:-i's relations to
the Axis powers, the Secretary expressed the hope that
some concrete statement could be worked out which
would help us. The Ambassador expressed the view that,
considering the attitude of the Japanese Government
which manifestly desired to maintain peace in the Pacific area, it did not seem to him that any further statement was necessary than had already been made. The
Secretary pointed out that such manifestations of the
*In March 1927.

attitude of the present Japanese Cabinet might not cover
the situation should some new government come into
power in Japan.
The Ambassador expressed the hope that, in view of
the urgency of the matter, as the Japanese Government
considered the situation critical at home, we would expedite our study of the document which the Ambassador
had left with us. The Ambassador added that he had
been instructed to present his views to the President and
asked the Secretary if he would be so kind as to arrange·
an appointment. The Ambassador said that he would
not take up much of the President's time but would
present him with a written document in order to con-·
serve the Pr.e sident's time. The Secretary said that he
would be glad to comply with the Ambassador's request.
He asked the Ambassador whether the document which
the Ambassador had presented was to be taken in conjunction with the previous documents which had beero
exchanged. The Ambassador replied in the affirmative.
The Ambassador said that there was our document of
June 21 and their document of September 25 . The Sec-·
retary added "and our document of October 2" ..
J[OSEPH]

W.

B[ALLANTINE]

Document Handed by the Japanese Ambassador
(Nomura) to the Secretary of State on
November 7, 1941
(Tentative translation)
DISPOSITION OF JAPANESE FORCES

(A) Stationing of Japanese force s in China and the withdrawal thereof:
With regard to the Japanese forces that have been
despatched to China in connection with the China Affair, those forces in specified areas in North China and
Mengchiang (Inner Mongolia) as well as in Hainan-tao
(Hainan Island) will remain to be stationed for a certain
required duration after the restoration of peaceful relations between Japan and China. All the rest of such
forces will commence withdrawal as soon as general
peace is restored between Japan and China, and the
withdrawal will proceed according to separate arrange- ·
men ts between Japan and China and will be completed
within two years with the firm establishment of peace
and order.
(B) Stationing of Japanese forces in French Indo-China
and the withdrawal thereof :
The Japanese Government undertakes to guarantee
the territorial sovereignty of French Inda-China. The
Japanese forces at present stationed there will be withdrawn as soon as the China Affair is settled or an equitable peace is established in East Asia.
PRINCIPLE OF NON-DISCRIMINATION

The Japanese Government recognizes the principle of
non-discrimination in international commercial relations
to be applied to all the Pacific areas, inclusive of China,
on the understanding that the principle in question is to
be applied uniformly to the rest of the entire world as
well.

Memorandum by the Ambassador in Japan (Grew)
[TOKYO,] November 10, 1941.
The Foreign Minister* recalled the conversation which
he had had with me on October 30, when he said that he
was firmly of the opinion that the maintenance of friendly relations between the United States and Japan was a
practicable proposition. He went on to say that he had
given constant thought to this matter and that he had
determined to p~t forward every effort to re-establish
relations between the two countries on a friendly basis
and to maintain peace in the Pacific. It was the purpose
of the present Cabinet to continue with the project of
establishing a "Greater East Asia" as a contribution
toward world peace. Mr. Togo said that ever since he
had assumed office he had been intensively studying the
documents relating to the conversations which have thus
far taken place. Fresh proposals had been formulated
and had been sent to Admiral Nomura, who had been
instructed to enter into negotiations with the President
and the Secretary of State. I interrupted the Foreign
Minister to say that our Government had been careful to emphasize that it was engaged in "preliminary
and exploratory conversations" with the Japanese
Government. Mr. Togo replied that he was well aware
of that fact, but that he wondered whether the time
had not come to enter into formal and official negotiations. However, he said that he did not wish to press
the point.
Mr. Togo went cin to say that only recently Mr. Kurusu had been despatched to Washington to assist Admiral Nomura in conducting the conversations. He
recalled in this connection that he had asked me to facilitate Mr. Kurusu's journey to the United States, and that
the American Government and I had responded in a
manner which was most gratifying. He said that it was
everywhere known in Japan that I had striven to promote friendly relations between our two countries and
that my efforts in this regard were highly appreciated
throughout the country. He intended on his part to
spare no effort to cooperate with me with a view to opening up a way for the solution of the problems confronting the two countries .which would be mutually acceptable.
What he most keenly felt, the Foreign Minister continued, from reviewing the documents recording conver-·
sations which have thus far taken place was that the
knowledge and appreciation of the United States with
regard to the realities of the situation in the Far East
are unfortunately inadequate. Although Mr. Hull had
admitted that Japan is a stabilizing force in the Far East,
the position taken by the United States throughout the
conversations had not been in harmony with that fact.
Unless the American Government should take full cognizance of the fact that Japan has been engaged in. hostilities with China for four and a half years, then the
admission of Japan's being a stabilizing force in the Far
East would have in actuality no meaning. Mr. Togo said
that Mr. Hull, in a conversation with Mr. Wakasugi on
October 16, recalled that he had told former Ambassador
Saito that he recognized Japan as a stabilizing force and
· *The Counselor of the American Embassy in Japan (Dooman)
and the Chief of the First Section of the American Bureau,
Japanese Ministry for Foreign Affairs (Kase), were also present.

would be prepared to express such recognition in an
official manner. The Minister went on to say that the
population of this country is steadily and rapidly increasing; it was now about one hundred million; and it
was necessary to assure raw materials necessary for their
existence. It was his opinion that unless the American
Government realizes this fact as among the realities of
the situation, successful conclusion to the conversations
would be difficult. During the conversations carried on
for a period of more than six months, the Japanese Government had repeatedly made proposals calculated to
approach the American point of view, but the American
Government for its part had taken no step toward meeting the Japanese position and had yielded nothing-it
had perhaps taken a more advanced position. Those
being the facts, "we in Japan are led to wonder what is
the degree of sincerity of the American Government in
continuing with the conversations." He said that na-·
tional sentiment will not tolerate further protracted delay in arriving at some conclusion. Referring to the fact
that the Diet is shortly to meet, he emphasized that the
position is daily becoming more pressing. He expressed
the hope that the American Government would take a
statesmanlike position and view the problems to be resolved from the broadest possible viewpoint-that it
would try to settle these problems "with one sweep". It
was his opinion that otherwise the prospects of overcoming the present difficulties would be small.
The Foreign Minister went on to say that Japan had
already made what were believed to have been the greatest possible concessions. However, the position had been
examined by the new Cabinet and the new proposal now
being made comprises the maximum possible concessions
by Japan. The Minister at this point handed me two
pieces of paper (attached hereto) which he described
as the new Japanese proposals, and he said that he
wished to make two observations as follows:
1. The new Japanese draft corresponds to the American draft of June 21. It contains the elements of the
proposals put forward in the Japanese documents of
September 6 and 25, with modification~ to meet as far as
possible the American position as set forth in the American memorandum of October 2.
2. The Japanese _i:lraft of September 25 was largely
based on the American draft of June 21. In the Foreign
Minister's opinion it contains many unsatisfactory features with regard to both text and substance. However,
to expedite the conversations, the Minister had decided
to make use of that draft as a basis for a fresh start. He
reiterated that this riew proposal includes the maximum
concessions.
By way of commentary he said:
(a) With regard to the attitudes of the American and
Japanese Governments towards the European war, it is
the understanding of the Japanese Government that
there has been an agreement of views based on the Japanese draft of September 25;

(b) With regard to the question of non-discrimination in economic matters, it is the belief of the Japanese
Government that its new proposal adequately covers the
desires of the American Government;
(c) With regard to the stationing in and withdrawal
of troops from C~ina , which have been the greatest ob-

stacle in bringing the conversations to .a successful end ,
the Japanese Government has, notwithstanding grave
domestic difficulties, made a further and what must be
regarded as the maximum possible concession. The
Japanese Government believes that the American Government will appreciate this further manifestation of
Japan's desire to come to an amicable settlement with
the United States:
(d) Mr. Hull has intimated that he has already consulted the British Government with regard to the conversations and that he proposes to continue such
consultation. British interests in the Far East are admittedly large and would be deeply affected by matters
now under discussions between the United States and
Japan. The Foreign Minister regards it as necessary
that in the event of the sought-for agreement being
reached between the United States and Japan th ere
should simultaneously be concluded a similar instru ment between Japan and Great Britain. The Foreign
Minister expressed the hope that the American Government will persuade the British Government to agree to
such simultaneous signature.

The Minister concluded his observations by repeating
that he solicited my cooperation to bring about a speedy
and satisfactory end to the negotiations. He referred to
the question of conversations being carried on in Tokyo
paralleling those taking place in Washington , which was
touched on at our last meeting. The Minister said that
he had no intention of merely duplicating here what
would be said in Washington. He believed that there
would be no objection on the part of the American Government to holding parallel conversations in Tokyo, but
in his view such parallel conversations should be designed to supplement exchanges in Washington of information and of opinion with a view to expediting the
progress of the conversations.
At the end of the Minister's presentation I said that I
had_no authority to debate the questions approached by
the Minister which would be discussed in Washington
but that I wished to raise three points as pertinent to
those discussions, as follows:
(1) In connection with the Minister's observation that
my Government does not understand the realities of the
situation in the Far East I ventured to disagree on the
ground that the American Government had been given
a perfectly clear conception of the situation and its various factors by this Embassy and , I assumed, by the
Japanese Ambassador in Washington;
(2) The term " stabilizing force in East Asia" as applied by the Minister to Japan is open to very wide
interpretation;
(3) The Minister's observation that Japan must have
access to necessary supplies penetrates to the center of
the whole problem since one of the fundamental purposes of the current conversations is to open a way for
Japan to obtain such necessary supplies, together with a
free flow of trade and commerce and markets for her
industries, but by peaceful means as opposed to the use
of force, and that Mr. Hull's program visualizes precisely
these desiderata which are aimed to ensure Japan's future welfare, prosperity and contentment.
The Foreign Minister remarked that he was quite
prepared to admit that the Embassy is endeavoring to
r eport accurately on the situation in the Far East, but
that, in view of the position which is oeing taken by the

American Government, he wondered whether the American Government has in fact a correct appreciation of the
realities. To illustrate his point, he wished to cite the
question of the stationing of Soviet troops in Outer Mongolia, which was universally recognized to be a part of
China. So far as he knew no one had objected to the
presence of Soviet troops in Outer Mongolia. With regard to my comment on the phrase "stabilizing force in
East Asia,'' the Foreign Minister said that there should
be a satisfactory interpretation of that phrase from a
common-sense point of view. With regard to my observations on the question of assuring to Japan sources of
raw materials the Foreign Minister said that this was a
question which had been debated over a period of years
at Geneva and elsewhere. He did not wish to go into the
fundamentals of the question, but he thought that he
could advert briefly to the importance of commercial
and economic relations between the United States and
Japan. The freezing by the United States of Japanese
assets had stopped supplies of many important raw materials to Japan. Economic pressure of this character is
capable of menacing national existence to a greater de_,
gree than the direct use of force. He hoped that the
American Government would take into consideration circumstances of this character and realize the possibility
that the Japanese people, if exposed to continued eco-'
nomic pressure, might eventually feel obliged resolutely
to resort to measures of self-defense.
The Minister went on to say that Japan had been
engaged in extensive hostilities for a period of more than
four years, and that if Japan were called upon to sacrifice the fruits of such protracted hostilities she must
inevitably collapse. If the American Government realizes
this fact a speedy conclusion to the conversations will
be easy.
I pointed out the apparent inconsistency between the
Minister's emphasis on the insistence of Japan that she
retain the fruits of hostilities and Japan's acceptance of
the principle of refraining from aggression and the use
of force.
The Foreign Minister replied that Japan is not conducting a war of aggression and that therefore no question arises of her retaining the fruits of aggression. It is
his impression that the American Government is now
resorting, under the plea of self-defense, to measures over.
and beyond those that are generally recognized by inter-·
national law. He expressed the opinion that it might not
be out of place for Japan to ask the United States not to
put too liberal a construction on the principle of selfdefense. In any event, it was his opinion that theoretical
discussions would not promote the conversations, which
he thought should be pursued along realistic lines.
The conversation then turned to another matter which
is covered by a separate memorandum.
J[OSEPH] c. G[REW]

Memorandum by the Secretary

of

State

[WASHINGTON,] November 10, 1941.
The Japanese Ambassador, accompanied by Minister
W akasugi, called on the President. The Secretary of
State was present at the express wish of President Roosevelt. The Ambassador, after a few preliminary remarks,
proceeded to read as under instruction from his Govern-'
ment the following communication:

"I am now going to explain to you the salient points of
the proposals which my Government has instructed me
to submit to your Government. As you will recall, it
was on the 25th of September that the Japanese Government last made its proposals to the United States Governm~nt, and, gathering from the observations which the
Secretary of State made on them on the 2nd of October
and also from the views which were subsequently expressed by the Secretary of State and the Under-Secretary of State Mr. Welles, the greatest difficulties arose
from three points, that is:1. The application of the principle of non-discrimination in international commercial relations,
2. The attitude of our two Governments toward the
European war, and
3. The question of the stationing and withdrawal of
Japanese forces.

"In regard to the first question, that is, the principle
of non-discrimination, my Government has now decided
to accept its application in all the Pacific areas, including China, as your Government desires, on the understanding that the principle is to be applied uniformly to
the rest of the world as well. The Secretary of State has
repeatedly pointed out to me that it has been his longcherished scheme to see the application of the principle
throughout the whole world. I therefore hope that the
assurance to be given by my Government in this connection will be gratifying to you.
"As to the second question, the attitude of our two
Governments toward the European war, my Government
proposed, in the draft of September 25th, that
'both Governments will be guided in their conduct by considerations of protection and self-defense.'

In this connection I have to inquire if the United States
Government is in a position to give an assurance that it
has no intention of placing too liberal an interpretation
on the term 'protection and self-defense' that may lead
to an abuse of the recognized right based upon it. The
Japanese Government would be ready to give a similar
assurance on the basis of reciprocity, that is, if the assurance is forthcoming from the United States Government.
"In the draft of S~ptember 25th referred to, my Government proposed that
'in case the United States should participate in the European war,
Japan would decide entirely independently in the matter of interpretation of the Tripartite Pact between Japan, Germany and
Italy, and would likewise determine what actions might be taken
by way of fulfilling the obligations in accordance with the said
interpretation.'

It will hardly be necessary to point out in this connection
that the fundamental motive for initiating the prese_n t
conversations was the preservation of peace in the Pacific by all possible means. The present circumstances
under which J apnn is placed do not permit my Government to go any further to write in black and white than
what it proposed .in the draft of September 25th which I
have just quoted. AA I have- -te- -ask yett -is -te- ~be
-tweett the lifles? ·attti'-t&-aeeei* the fofmula -es- satisfaetory.
(Deleted by Ambassador Nomura.) You will agree with
me that where there is no mutual confidence and trust,
a thousand words or letters would not be a satisfactory
assurance.
"In regard to the third question, the stationing and
withdrawal of Japanese forces, the formula which my
Government wants to submit is as follows:
'With regard to the Japanese forces which have been despatched to
China in connection with the China Affair, those forces in specified

areas of North China a nd Mengchiang (Inner Mongoli a ) a s well as
in Hainan-tao (Hainan Island) will remain to be stationed for a
c ertain required duration after the restoration of peac eful relations
between Japan and China. All the rest of such forces will com m ence withdrawal as soon as general peace· is re store d between
Japan and China and the withdrawal will procee d ac cording to
se parate arrangements between Japan and China and will be com pleted within two years with the firm establishme nt of peace and
order.'

"In submitting this formula, the Japanese Government has gone a great deal further than it went previously in that the formula specifies not only the areas in,
but also the duration for, which the Japanese Government desires to have its forces remaining in China, clearly indicating that the stationing of the Japanese forces
in China is not of a permanent nature. You wm readily
agree that, while complete and immediate withdrawal of
a ll the Japanese forces from China may be desirable, it
is impracticable under the present circumstances. I
therefore earnestly hope that you will give favorable
consideration from a practical standpoint.
" I have been instructed to add that, in regard to the
Japanese forces in French lndo- China, the Japanese
Government proposes the following formula:
' The Japanese Gove rnment unde rtake to respec t the territorial
sovereignty of French lndo-China. The Japanese forces at present
s tationed there will be withdrawn as soon as the China Affair is
se ttle d or an equitable peace is established in East Asia.' "*

The Ambassador then read the following manuscript
which he said was an oral statement by him:
"I am very glad to be able to see you to-day, because
since the resignation of the Cabinet of Prince Konoye,
the conversations between the Secretary of State and
myself had to be left alone for nearly three weeks-three
weeks, even three days, are very precious time under the
present circumstances. I am sure you will agree with me
that the situation between Japan and the United States
must not be left alone to take its own course and drift
away beyond rescue.
" It is more than six months since the present informal
conversations were started. From the very beginning the
Japanese Government was very anxious to reach the
earliest possible conclusion and the Japanese people
placed a great deal of hope on it, but the conversations
dragged on and on and, on the other hand , the relations
between our two countries became more and more
strained, the people of my country becoming more and
more impatient.
"As viewed from the Japanese side, the Japanese Government has made not a few concessions in its assertion
at various stages while the United States Government
has, it seemed to the Japanese, remained adamant on its
contention and has shown little sign of reciprocation,
and thus I must frankly inform you that in certain
quarters in my country some skepticism has arisen as to
the true intention of the United States Government.
Personally I do not like to say it, but it is true . People
in my country take the freezing of the assets as an economic blockade and they go even so far as to contend
that the means of modern warfare are not limited to
shooting. No nation can live without the supply of materials vital to its industries. Reports reaching me from
home indicate that the situation is serious and pressing
and the only way of preserving peace is to reach some
kind of amicable and satisfactory understanding with
the United States without any unnecessary loss of time.
*The Japanese Ambassador also handed to Pre side nt R oo sevelt a
copy of the docume nt given the Secre tary of State on N ovember
7, 1941.

In the face of these mounting difficulties, the Japanese

Government bent all its efforts to continue the conversations and bring about a satisfactory understanding solely
for the purpose of maintaining peace in the Pacific. My
Government therefore is now submitting certain proposals as its utmost effort for that purpose, and I shall
feel very grateful if I can have the views of your Government on them at the earliest possible opportunity. Suppose we come to an understanding with this country, the
psychological effect of it upon our people will mean much
more than what is actually written upon the paper, and
the policy of our Government will necessarily be guided
and dictated thereby. I confidently hope that the views
and desires entertained by the Japanese Government are
fully shared and reciprocated by your Government.
" I may add for your information that in view of the
serious situation now prevailing in the relations between
our two countries, the Japanese Government is sending
over here Ambassador Kurusu to assist me in the present
conversations and also that the conversations will be
taken up by Foreign Minister Togo with Ambassador
Grew in Tokio in a parallel line.
" I am afraid I may have used to-day some words
which a trained diplomat must not use, but I hope you
will kindly forgive my transgression, for it was only because of my earnest wish to keep and direct the relations
of our two countries in the course which I believe is
best for both of us."
The Ambassador appeared very much in earnest in reading the statement.
The Ambassador made some reference to commercial
policy as discussed and ·proclaimed by the President and
Prime Minister Churchill at their sea conference some
months ago. He referred complainingly to the fact that
the Japanese went into Shantung and were only allowed
to remain there some six years, at the end of which time
they were requested to move out .their troops.
The President then read the following oral statement
in reply:
" The entire world has been placed in a precarious
position as a result of the havoc which has been wrought
by the forces of aggression. Our common sense tells us
of the extreme need that the world come back to ways of
peace. It is the purpose of this Government to do its best
in the spirit of fair play to contribute to establishing a
basis for peace, stability, and order in the Pacific area.
As a means of achieving these objectives it is essential
that emphasis be laid upon giving practical effect to a
sound philosophy of human welfare. We have often and
quite recently made clear publicly what we have in mind
in this regard. We hope that our exploratory conversations will achieve favorable results in the way of providing a basis for negotiations. We shall continue to do our
best to expedite the conversations just as we understand
that the Japanese Government is anxious to do. We
hope that the Japanese Government will make it clear
that it intends to pursue peaceful courses instead of opposite courses, as such clarification should afford a way
for arriving at the results which we seek."
The President also referr ed orally tq his opinion that
nations must think one hundred years ahead, especially
during the age through which the world is passing , and
that the Chinese Government for the past thirty years
has been passing through a new experience. He referred
to extraterritorial courts and other unusual conditions
that had accompanied this new experience of China. If I
understood the Ambassador correctly, he said it took

three years to develop and dispose of the Shantung problems. The President thereupon replied that the Ambassador, Secretary Hull and himself had only consumed some six months in discussing a solution of our
relations and those of other countries in the Pacific and
that patience was necessary. The President spoke of a
modus vivendi as being not merely an expedient and
temporary agreement , but also one which takes into account actual human existence. The Ambassador dwelt
briefly again on the question of the Japanese getting out
of China by degrees and adding that there would b e no
annexation, no indemnity, et cetera .
There was nothing said about when the next conversation would take place. The President brought up his
program to visit Warm Springs at the end of this week
for some ten days. The Ambassador said that Kurusu
would be here about Saturday.* The President said
that, of course, he expected to see Kurusu and confer
with the Ambassador and the Minister and their associates. The Ambassador said that Kurusu was only
coming to assist him and coming at his request and that
he did not have anything new to bring so far as the Ambassador knew.
C[ORDELL] H[ULL]

Memorandum of a Conversation
[WASHINGTON,] November 10, 1941.
Mr. Wakasugi, Japanese Minister , called by appointment made at his request. Mr. Wakasugi said that the
Japanese Ambassador had it in mind this morning to say
something to the Secretary which he did not have an
opportunity to say because of an interruption and the
Japanese Ambassador therefore desired to have an appointment to see the Secretary either this evening or tomorrow morning to take up with the Secretary two
points. The first point related to the desire of the Japanese Government to hasten the conversations in view of
the pressing situation in Japan and the forthcoming Diet
session. The second point related to the suggestion which
the Secretary made on November 7 in regard to means
for the development on the basis of mutual pledges by
China and Japan of a n ew relationship of conciliation
and friendship. Mr. Wakasugi said that the Ambassador
had communicated to the Japanese Government the
Secretary's comments on this point, that the Japanese
Government had replied that it was very much interested
in this suggestion and wondered if it would be possible
for the Secretary to develop more fully just what he
had in mind.
Mr. Ballantine said that after consulting with the
Secretary he would communica t e again with Mr. Wakasugi.
[JOSEPH W .) BALLANTINE

Memorandum by the Ambassador in Japan (Grew)
[TOKYO,] November 12 , 1941.
Mr. Kaset called this morning at the request of Mr.
Togo to say that while the Foreign Minister of necessity
* Novembe r 15, 1941.
"fChief of t h e F irst S ec tion , Ame ric a n Bure au of the J a panese
M ini stry fo~ Fo~ei :;;n A ffai rs.

could not with entire freedom tell me certain things directly, he regarded it as of great importance that the
Government of the United States should have in mind a
completely clear understanding of the situation in this
country in so far as it affects the present endeavors of
the Japanese Government to reach a settlement of the
relations with the United States and for this reason the
Minister had asked Mr. Kase to convey to m e the following.
Mr . Togo had b een "shocked " (a t erm which Mr.
Kase later changed to "concerned") to receive the impression from the latest reports of the Japanese Ambassador in Washington of his talks with the President
and the Secretary of State that the Government of the
United States does not fully grasp the urgency of successfully concluding the current conversations in the
shortest possible time . Mr. Kase told me that not only
does Mr. Togo consider that t he preliminary conversations have now entered the sta ~e of negotiation but also
that h e considers that these n egotiations have now
reached their final stage since t he Japanese Government
has already made the greate~t possible concessions.
Mr. Kase then went on to say that the last government of Prince Konoye had conducted the conversations
with the support of the country as a whole but that the
long period of time which had elapsed since their inception without any clear indications of progress had given
rise to the opinion in Japan t h at the Government of the
United States_ was endeavoring to utilize the conversations as a means of concealing t!:ie preparations which it
was carrying on to complete the encirclement of Japan.
While the present Cabinet does not a~ree with this opinion, however, it has undertaken its present task of reaching an agreement with the United States against a
considerable body of opposition and , although despite this
opposition it has had the courage to embark on its present efforts and is according its unanimous support to
the Foreign Minister in this respect, a very critical and
dangerous state of affairs will result should any appreciable delay be encountered in successfully concluding
the negotiations. Those elements who are opposed to a
continuance of efforts to reach an adjustment with the
United States will seize upon any such delay as evidence
of the correctness of their views . Mr. Kase was e mphatic
in his statement that his remarks in this connection contained no implication of threat whatsoever and should
not b e so regarded, but should be taken only as a factual
statem ent. Mr . Kase added that Mr. Togo entirely
realizes that his own life is at stake, to say nothing of
his official position, but that nevertheless he has had the
courage to make this final attempt in full cognizance of
the consequences of failure.
I told Mr. Kase that his observations were virtually
the same both in general and in particular as those which
had been made to me during the last K onoye Cabinet
both b y Admiral Toyoda and by Prince Konoye himself
a nd which of course had b een reported in full to m y
Government. Mr . Kase replied that there was a considerable difference between the present situ a tion a nd
that which had obtain ed previously, and h e a gain emphasized the vital importance of concluding the negotiations without further dela y a nd reiterat ed his
previous statement that the J a panese Gover nr::le2 t considered that the final stage of the n egotiations !:a d al ready begun.

areas of North China and Mengchiang (Inner Mongolia) as well as
in Hainan-tao (Hainan Island) will remain to be stationed for a
certain required duration after the restoration of peaceful relations
between Japan and China. All the rest of such forc es will com mence withdrawal as soon as general peace is restored between
Japan and China and the withdrawal will proceed according to
separate arrangements between Japan and China and will be completed within two years with the firm establishment of peace and
order.'

" In submitting this formula, the Japanese Government has gone a great deal further than it went previously in that the formula specifies not only the areas in,
but also the duration for, which the Japanese Government desires to have its forces remaining in China, clearly indicating that the stationing of the Japanese forces
in China is not of a permanent nature. You wm readily
agree that, while complete and immediate withdrawal of
all the Japanese forces from China may be desirable, it
is impracticable under the present circumstances. I
therefore earnestly hope that you will give favorable
consideration from a practical standpoint.
"I have been instructed to add that, in regard to the
Japanese forces in French Indo-China, the Japanese
Government proposes the following formula:
'The Japanese Government undertake to respect the territorial
sovere ignty of French Indo-China. The Japanese forces at present
stationed there will be withdrawn as soon as the China Affair is
se ttled or an equitable peace is established in East Asia.' "*

The Ambassador then read the following manuscript
which he said was an oral statement by him :
"I am very glad to be able to see you to-day, because
since the resignation of the Cabinet of Prince Konoye,
the conversations between the Secretary of State and
myself had to be left alone for nearly three weeks-three
weeks, even three days, are very precious time under the
present circumstances. I am sure you will agree with me
that the situation between Japan and the United States
must not be left alone to take its own course and drift
away beyond rescue.
" It is more than six months since the present informal
conversations were started. From the very beginning the
Japanese Government was very anxious to reach the
earliest possible conclusion and the Japanese people
placed a great deal of hope on it, but the conversations
dragged on and on and, on the other hand, the relations
between our two countries became more and more
strained, the people of my country becoming more and
more impatient.
"As viewed from the Japanese side, the Japanese Government has made not a few concessions in its assertion
at various stages while the United States Government
has, it seemed to the Japanese, remained adamant on its
contention and has shown little sign of reciprocation,
and thus I must frankly inform you that in certain
quarters in my country some skepticism has arisen as to
the true intention of the United States Government.
Personally I do not like to say it, but it is true. People
in my country take the freezing of the assets as an economic blockade and they go even so far as to contend
that the means of modern warfare are not limited to
shooting. No nation can live without the supply of materials vital to its industries. Reports reaching me from
home indicate that the situation is serious and pressing
and the only way of preserving peace is to reach some
kind of amicable and satisfactory understanding with
the United States without any unnecessary loss of time.
*The Japanese Ambassador also handed to President Roosevelt a
copy of the docume nt given the S ecretary of State on November
7, 1941.
.

In the face of these mounting difficulties, the Japanese

Government bent all its efforts to continue the conversations and bring about a satisfactory understanding solely
for the purpose of maintaining peace in the Pacific. My
Government therefore is now submitting certain proposals as its utmost effort for that purpose, and I shall
feel very grateful if I can have the views of your Government on them at the earliest possible opportunity. Suppose we come to an understanding with this country, the
psychological effect of it upon our people will mean much
more than what is actually written upon the paper, and
the policy of our Government will necessarily be guided
and dictated thereby. I confidently hope that the views
and desires entertained by the Japanese Government are
fully shared and reciprocated by your Government.
" I may add for your information that in view of the
serious situation now prevailing in the relations between
our two countries, the Japanese Government is sending
over here Ambassador Kurusu to assist me in the present
conversations and also that the conversations will be
taken up by Foreign Minister Togo with Ambassador
Grew in Tokio in a parallel line.
"I am afraid I may have used to-day some words
which a trained diplomat must not use, but I hope you
will kindly forgive my transgression, for it was only because of my earnest wish to keep and direct the relations
of our two countries in the course which I believe is
best for both of us."
The Ambassador appeared very much in earnest in reading the statement.
The Ambassador made some reference to commercial
policy as discussed and 'proclaimed by the President and
Prime Minister Churchill at their sea conference some
months ago. He referred complainingly to the fact that
the Japanese went into Shantung and were only allowed
to remain there some six years, at the end of which time
they were requested to move out .their troops.
The President then read the following oral statement
in reply:
" The entire world has been placed in a precarious
position as a result of the havoc which has been wrought
by the forces of aggression. Our common sense tells us
of the extreme need that the world come back to ways of
peace. It is the purpose of this Government to do its best
in the spirit of fair play to contribute to establishing a
basis for peace, stability, and order in the Pacific area.
As a means of achieving these objectives it is essential
that emphasis be laid upon giving practical effect to a
sound philosophy of human welfare. We have often and
quite recently made clear publicly what we have in mind
in this regard. We hope that our exploratory conversations will achieve favorable results in the way of providing a basis for negotiations. We shall continue to do our
best to expedite the conversations just as we understand
that the Japanese Government is anxious to do. We
hope that the Japanese Government will make it clear
that it intends to pursue peaceful courses instead of opposite courses, as such clarification should afford a way
for arriving at the results which we seek."
The President also referred orally tq his opinion that
nations must think one hundred years ahead , especially
during the age through which the world is passing, and
that the Chinese Government for the past thirty years
has been passing through a new experience. He referred
to extraterritorial courts and other unusual conditions
that had accompanied this new experience of China. If I
understood the Ambassador correctly, he said it took

three years to develop and dispose of the Shantung problems. The President thereupon replied that the Ambassador, Secretary Hull and himself had only consumed some six months in discussing a solution of our
relations and those of other countries in the Pacific and
that patience was necessary. The President spoke of a
modus vivendi as being not merely an expedient and
temporary agreement, but also one which takes into account actual human existence. The Ambassador dwelt
briefly again on the question of the Japanese getting out
of China by degrees and adding that there would be no
annexation , no indemnity, et cetera .
There was nothing said about when the next conversation would take place. The President brought up his
program to visit Warm Springs at the end of this week
for some t en days. The Ambassador said that Kurusu
would be here about Saturday.* The President said
that, of course, he expected to see Kurusu and confer
with the Ambassador and the Minister and their associates. The Ambassador said that Kurusu was only
coming to assist him and coming at his request and that
he did not have anything new to bring so far as the Ambassador knew.
C[ORDELL] H[ULL]

Memorandum of a Conversation
[WASHINGTON,] November 10, 1941.
Mr. Wakasugi, Japanese Minister, called by appointment made at his request. Mr. Wakasugi said that the
Japanese Ambassador had it in mind this morning to say
something to the Secretary which he did not have an
opportunity to say because of an interruption and the
Japanese Ambassador therefore desired to have an appointment to see the Secretary either this evening or tomorrow morning to take up with the Secretary two
points. The first point related to the desire of the Japanese Government to hasten the conversations in view of
the pressing situation in Japan and the forthcoming Diet
session. The second point related to the suggestion which
the Secretary made on November 7 in regard to means
for the development on the basis of mutual pledges by
China and Japan of a new relationship of conciliation
and friendship. Mr. Wakasugi said that the Ambassador
had communicated to the Japanese Government the
Secretary's comments on this point, that the Japanese
Government had replied that it was very much interested
in this suggestion and wondered if it would be possible
for the Secretary to develop more fully just what h e
had in mind.
Mr. Ballantine said that after consulting with the
Secretary he would communica te again with Mr. Wakasugi.
[JOSEPH W.] BALLANTINE

Memorandum by the Ambassador in Japan (Grew)
[TOKYO,] November 12 , 1941.
Mr. Kaset called this morning at the request of Mr.
Togo to say that while the Foreign Minister of necessity
*Novembe r 15, 1941.
t Chief of t he First S ec t ion, Americ an Bure au of the Japanese
Ministry fo r Forei;;n A ffa irs.

could not with entire freedom tell me certain things directly, he regarded it as of great importance that the
Government of the United States should have in mind a
completely clear understanding of the situation in this
country in so far as it affects the present endeavors of
the Japanese Government to reach a settlement of the
relations with the United States and for this reason the
Minister had asked Mr. Kase to convey to me the following.
Mr. Togo had been " shocked" (a term which Mr.
Kase later changed to "concerned") to receive the impression from the latest reports of the Japanese Ambassador in Washington of his talks with the President
and the Secretary of State that the Government of the
United States does not fully grasp the urgency of successfully concluding the current conversations in the
shortest possible time. Mr. Kase told me that not only
does Mr. Togo consider that the preliminary conversations have now entered the sta ~e of negotiation but also
that he considers that these negotiations have now
reached their final stage since t h e Japanese Government
has already made the greate~t possible concessions.
Mr. Kase then went on to say that t h e last government of Prince Konoye had conducted the conversations
with the support of the country as a whole but that the
long period of time which had elapsed since their inception without any clear indications of progress had given
rise to the opinion in Japan t:iat the Government of the
United States_ was endeavoring to utilize the conversations as a ;neans of concealing t!l.e preparations which it
was carrying on to complete the encirclement of Japan.
While the present Cabinet does not a~ree with this opinion, however, it has undertaken its present task of reaching an agreement with the United States against a
considerable body of opposition and , although despite this
opposition it has had the courage to embark on its present efforts and is according its unanimous support to
the Foreign Minister in this respect, a very critical and
dangerous state of affairs will result should any appreciable delay be encountered in successfully concluding
the negotiations. Those elements who are opposed to a
continuance of efforts to reach an adjustment with the
United States will seize upon any such delay as evidence
of the correctness of their views. M r. K ase was emphatic
in his statement that his remarks in t11is connectioQ. contained no implication of threat whatsoever and should
not be so regarded , but should be t a ken only as a factual
statem ent. Mr. Kase added that Mr. Togo entirely
realizes that his own life is at stake, to say nothing of
his official position, but that nevertheless h e has had the
courage to make this final a ttempt in full cognizance of
the consequences of failure .
I told Mr. K ase that his observations were virtually
the same both in general and in particular as those which
had been made to me during the last K onoye Cabinet
both by Admiral Toyoda and by Prince Konoye himself
a nd which of course had been reported in full to m y
Government . Mr. Kase replied that there was a considerable difference b etween the present situation and
that which had obtained previously, and h e again emphasized the vital importance of concluding the n egotiations without further delay a nd reiterated his
previous statement that the Japanese Gover nr.ie2t consider ed that the final stage of the n egotiations !:ad already begun.

